: Table listing all the simulations run. Each simulation was 10 µs long, making a total of 0.3 ms of coarse-grained simulation. The saturated lipids DLPC, DPPC and DAPC correspond to the coarse-grained lipids PC 3:0, PC 4:0 and PC 5:0 respectively. The id of each simulation is based on the number of beads in the tails of the saturated lipid, the number of lipids in the bilayer and the repeat number. All simulations have unsaturated lipids, saturated lipids and cholesterol in the same relative 3:5:2 composition, with the exceptions of 5:0-2880-1 (3:5:1) and 5:0-2560-1 (2:4:2). All simulations were run at 310K, with the exception of 3:0-6000-4 which was run at 323 K. Since all the molecules were described using the MARTINI coarse-grained forcefield, each bead represents approximately four atoms (excluding hydrogen). A single water bead therefore represents four water molecules. Since a sodium or chloride bead contains the first hydration shell this also contains six water molecules, ensuring that, with the exception of the 6,000 lipid simulations, there are ∼30 waters per phospholipid, thereby ensuring the bilayers are above the swelling limit. Additional water beads were added to the 6 000 lipid simulations in case longer wavelength fluctuations occurred. First the planar positions of the lipids (as defined by the (x, y) coordinates of the phosphate (PO4) or hydroxyl (ROH) beads) are convolved with a Gaussian of width 0.8 nm to create density arrays. Subtracting the saturated density from the unsaturated density yields a difference array. Defining any region where the saturated density is higher (i.e. difference > 0) yields a simple regions array. Applying the Canny edge detection algorithm found in the python scikit.images module creates an array of edges. Finally convolving this with a Gaussian, again of width 0.8 nm, then subtracting from unity and only keeping those interfaces where the area is > 1% of the total area produces an array defining the main interfaces (interface_mask). (B) We only use the phospholipids to define the surface of the leaflet since cholesterol tends to sit lower in the bilayer. An array of the z values of the phosphate beads is (cubically) interpolated onto a grid of width 0.1 nm. To avoid a convex hull the array is first duplicated in the x, y directions. This yields a surface array that describes topology of the leaflet being considered. Figure S2 : Schematic illustrating how each bilayer in each frame of every simulation is analysed. (A) The regions arrays of both leaflets are combined as shown to yield at array, called regions [overlap] , that shows the spatial distribution of each of the four distinct lipid arrangements (the registered regions: SS, UU and the antiregistered regions: SU, US). Each of these can be extracted making a mask (called region_mask) that can be multiplied by other arrays (such as density or thickness) to calculate various properties of that set of fine-grained regions. (B) If instead we are concerned about the bulk leaflet composition of different phases we need to exclude the interface regions and define each contiguous region by the dominant lipid arrangement. We begin by multiplying the interface_mask arrays for each leaflet and then, again using the scikit-image python module, identifying all the contiguous regions. These are assigned to a bulk phase according to their dominant composition, creating the bulk array. Again, masks can be extracted from this array which can be multiplied by other arrays to determine different properties, such as the lipid composition, of these phases. (C) Lastly, simply subtracting the two surface arrays gives an array of the bilayer thickness. The transition is marked with an asterisk. These simulations were run at 310 K; to verify that the overall behaviour is not significantly affected a simulation was run at 323 K and analysed ( Figure S12 : To measure the compositions of the bulk antiregistered phases in the DAPC system, one can use small simulations to inhibit registered phase formation (in the main text we analysed the large simulations but at intermediate times when significant antiregistered phases existed). Here we perform the same analysis as used on the large system in Fig. 4 , but applied to smaller systems. In the 800 lipid simulation (A) there is very little registered phase present, while in the 1,600 lipid simulation (B) there is a similar proportion of registered and antiregistered phases (cf. Fig. 3 ). Both yield similar leaflet composition measurements for the bulk antiregistered phases. S14 6000 lipids, 3:0 PC (DLPC) 9.5 < t ≤ 10 µs 
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Figure S15 As mentioned in the main text, the model describes a lipid bilayer patch as a lattice comprising two apposed leaflets. The top and bottom leaflets of each lattice site are occupied by one of two model species S and U. As well as the species, we keep track of variables describing each lipid's hydrophobic tail length. The lattice Hamiltonian is = S0 for an S amphiphile at the top (bottom) of site i, or U0 for U. Each site is pairwise registered (SS or UU) or antiregistered (SU or US). ∆ 0 ≡ S0 − U0 reflects both tail length mismatch and, implicitly 4 , tail structural mismatch between species.
Semi-microscopic model
V ≡ V 10 − 1 2 (V 00 +V 11 ) is an Ising-like term for intra-leaflet interactions independent of tail length, e.g., between headgroups. It provides a purely intra-leaflet immiscibility interaction as used in phenomenological theories [5] [6] [7] . The "direct" coupling B promotes transbilayer symmetry (SS and UU lattice sites) by minimising mismatch across the midplane. The hydrophobic "indirect" couplingJ tends to favour asymmetry (SU and US sites) by penalising mismatch in the bilayer thickness profile. However, as well as implicitly coupling the leaflets, the hydrophobic mismatch also contributes to immiscibility and hence to the overall driving force for lateral phase separation (cf. Fig. 5 and Discussion in the main text). This dual role emerges naturally from the model 2 and could not be captured in a theory organised in terms of purely intraand inter-leaflet free-energy contributions. (J ≡ 4J appears upon a mean-field approximation of Eq. S1 2 .) The stretch modulus κ penalises variation from species-dependent ideal length.
∆ 0 works with both J and B to control both the indirect and direct couplings. Hence, varying tail length mismatch alone is approximated by changing J, while varying direct coupling (e.g., tail structure mismatch) is approximated by changing B. The precise mechanisms underlying direct inter-leaflet coupling are not relevant to the model, since B can simply be mapped to an effective value of the (direct) inter-leaflet mismatch energy per area γ, widely estimated in the literature [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] :
where a is the lattice spacing, roughly the lateral size of a lipid. We finally sketch out the derivation of f (φ t , φ b ), of which details can be found in Ref.
2. Having defined the semimicroscopic model, we first use a mean-field approximation for the neighbour interaction terms 2 . The goal is then to arrive at a free-energy density f (φ t , φ b ) as a function of locally averaged composition variables φ t , φ b . These coarsegrained variables constrain the allowed microscopic arrangements (e.g., there cannot be any SU or SS lattice sites in a region where the top leaflet has purely U lipids, φ t → 0). Integrating over the allowed arrangements and over the leaflet thickness variables for given φ t , φ b finally yields a lengthy expression for the free energy f (φ t , φ b ) 2 . Estimating physically reasonable values 2 for the parameters typically yields a free-energy landscape of the form shown in the main text (Fig.  1B) , such that the registered (R) minima are lowest in free energy but (as long as B is not too large) AR minima exist too. To derive phase coexistences, in analogy with the common tangent construction, common tangent planes determine phases which are equal in their top-leaflet chemical potential, bottom-leaflet chemical potential, and surface tension 2, 7 .
To study the competing instability kinetics (Fig. 1C) , this bulk free energy f (φ t , φ b ) can in turn serve as the "Landau part" of a Ginzburg-Landau linear stability analysis which also incorporates gradient energies arising from the V andJ terms of the Hamiltonian. This is briefly described in the main text and shown in detail in Ref. 2. 
